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clear
consistent
cubic

KUBATA
The cubic cassette awning

Honoured with:
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linear
harmonious
minimalist

The house and awning in harmony.
Where does the building stop, where does
the sunshade start? With the Kubata cassette awning the transitions are smooth.

Always aesthetically pleasing. When
open the Kubata has a high-quality
textile feel. When closed the awning
cassette creates clean lines against the
building facade with it’s almost perfectly square shape. The fabric and
other components are well protected
from the elements.

Honoured with:

Award winning design. In 2019 Kubata
was awarded with the German Design
Award and the iF Design Award.

With its cubic shape it blends perfectly
into modern house architecture as a stylish
design element. The sun protection and
facade form a balanced symbiosis that
meets the highest aesthetic requirements.

Simple with no visible fixings. Kubata’s
clear, uniform shape is not without reason. It stems from an overall aesthetic
concept dominated by smooth surfaces.
The awning cassette is enhanced by the
clean appearance and no visible fixings –
the result of weinor’s sophisticated technological developments.

textile
expressive
resistant

Frame colour WT 029/90146 I Pattern 4-786

The latest frame colours
At weinor you can select from more than 50 standard colours and more than 150 other RAL colours.
The powder coating done in our in-house factory
guarantees colour fastness and a uniform gloss
level.

High-quality modern fabrics and a large
selection of frame colours
accompany the Kubata’s clean design.
Everything can be coordinated together
wonderfully so the awning and house form
one design element. The frame colours
and fabric patterns also meet the highest
quality standards.

momentum
MODERN GREYS

Perfect fabric positioning
Exclusive fabric quality

A special glide profile supports the roller tube
along its entire length and thus effectively prevents
sagging. The fabric retains its perfect shape.

Choose your totally personal pattern from
more than 140 fabrics. Whether it’s time
lessly neutral, harmonious or creative
trends: we have just the right fabric to
suit your taste at weinor! And the inno
vative solution dyeing technology guarantees your fabric has long-lasting colour
brilliance.

High-quality awning fabrics

Ideal fabric protection
Teflon woven tissue protection and nanotechnology
provide impregnation for the weinor awning fabric.
The dirt-resistant protective coating also prevents soiling.

mélange

MODERN BEIGES

not crazy.

MODERN COLOURS

high-quality
clever
convenient

Well protected against the wet and dirt

Atmospheric light, powerful warmth

Nice and taut and windproof

Your options for great comfort: spend pleasant evenings on the patio
under LED spotlights that can be dimmed infinitely and are integrated
in the awning cassette. You can even enjoy your patio at cooler times
with the Tempura Quadra Universal heating system. It can be retro
fitted and is unobtrusively fitted to the house facade.

The low-noise weinor LongLife arm with 10-year warranty
impresses with its very high tensioning strength. This ensures the
fabric is exceptionally well positioned. The tried and tested wind
lock safety device prevents the awning from lifting up when wind
gusts from below.

The all-round enclosed and robust awning cassette keeps the fabric
and other component parts just as well protected from the elements
as the controlled rain drainage within the front profile. As a result,
you can enjoy your sun protection for many years. Kubata is fixed
almost flush to the wall so that no rainwater or dirt makes the house
wall dirty under the awning cassette.

Top quality
Anyone opting for weinor products can
rely on top quality as well as clean and
consistent design. Only high quality materials are used. The Kubata cubic cassette
awning also sets standards with numerous
technical highlights.

CERTIFICATE OF
AUTHENTICITY

Most definitely
an original product

Premium quality
made in Germany

Various installation options

Hand transmitter with display
BiEasy 15M Go! and BiEasy app

Besides the standard wall mounting, Kubata can also be easily
fitted if there are special site requirements.

Kubata technical data
Max. width
Max. projection
Cassette dimensions
Wind protection
Pitch
Installation
alternatives
Motor drive

6.5 m
4m
205 x 210 mm
tested to wind force 5 (Beaufort)
5° – 40°
can be installed on walls,
ceilings and rafters
as standard

Alternatively, you can also
operate every technical
element on your patio
using io-homecontrol®
from
.

Convenient control by hand transmitter, sensor or app

Roof mounting
(on and under the roof)

Design meets user friendliness: Kubata is equipped as standard
with a drive without remote receiver. If you choose a remote-
controlled motor with weinor BiConnect radio control, you can
really easily operate the sun protection, lighting and heating using
the hand transmitter or BiEasy App for iPhone and iPad. The sun
sensors makes the awning extend automatically.

Rafter mounting
(with protruding roof)
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We reserve the right to make technical changes as well as changes in range and product portfolio.
For technical reasons, the colours may appear slightly different when printed.
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Your specialist weinor partner will be pleased to advise you:

Patent no
EP 0959195
EP 1936062
EP 2072709
EP 2136214
EP 2202376
EP 2383402
EP 2631386
EP 2826945

EP 3048213
EP1310609
EP1835089
EP1936105
08006834.9
1403442
16001718.2
16002201.8

16002202.6
16002204.2
16002717.3
17000149.9
17000150.7
17000580.5
17000679.5
17000680.3

17001050.8
17001051.6
17001164.7
18000571.2
18000941.7
1936061
2136013
3054063
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